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Abstract 

This paper conducts an analysis of the effect of scramble crossings in comparison with that 

of normal ones on the intersection performance by using simulation models. Based on real 

data collected at a signalized intersection with normal crossings, the research firstly designs 

and simulates the scenario of scramble crossings at the studied intersection. The paper 

secondly analyses the effects of the scramble crossings and that of the normal ones under 

various situations of traffic flow and pedestrian demand. The paper results show that the 

scramble crossings keep the intersection level of service more stable than the normal ones 

once the situations of traffic and pedestrian change. In terms of vehicle delay reduction, the 

pedestrian demand plays an important role in the decisions of choosing the crossing type. The 

higher the pedestrian demand is, the more advantageous the scramble crossings are. The 

scramble crossings can reduce the vehicle delay significantly, by up to 35.74% compared 

with the normal pedestrian crossings. 
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1. Introduction 
 

1.1. Research Studies Related to Pedestrian 

Pedestrians play a more and more important role in modern societies where public 

transportation operates as a key role to ease traffic congestion. The attractiveness of the 

public transportation encourages walking in any traffic system. At signalized intersections, 

the interactions between crossing pedestrians and turning traffic streams affect the 

performance of the intersections. Intuitively, these interactions become significant when the 

number of crossing pedestrians is high. To improve the situation, scramble crossings or 

diagonal crossings are promising deployments which have been applied in many countries 

such as America, Canada, Japan, etc. However, research studies on scramble crossings are 

still few. Most of the previous studies utilized real applications of scramble crossings to 

conclude the bi-directional effects between pedestrians and vehicles or to find related 

pedestrian behaviour. Some others developed simulation models to investigate the effects of 

scramble crossings. However, the scopes of these research studies have limitations. A 

criterion for city planners to decide the deployment of scramble crossings at a signalized 

intersection is still a question mark. 

 Although there have been many research studies about the effects of pedestrians, 

pedestrian behaviour, pedestrian safety, etc., in urban streets [26]. Very few research studies 

about integration of pedestrians into simulation models to investigate the scramble crossings 

are available. Indeed, most of the previous studies about pedestrians concentrated on 

pedestrian behavior or pedestrian safety [5, 8, 9, 29, 30, 32, 33]. Some research studies focus 
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on capacity analysis under the effects of pedestrian flow [3, 27]. These analyses were 

conducted for Capacity of Right-Turn Movements at Signalized Intersections [28], or for 

capacity of entire the signalized intersection with the presence of pedestrians or bicycles [4], 

[14, 28]. Some others analyzed the conflicts between Right-Turning Vehicles and Pedestrians 

at urban Signalized Intersections [24], or took pedestrian flow analyses [20], or studied on 

Pedestrian Impedance of Turning-Movement Saturation Flow Rates [16]. Several papers 

concluded the benefit based on real applications [7] or developed simulation models for the 

interaction of vehicles and pedestrians to investigate trade-offs between vehicular and 

pedestrian traffic [2, 15, 25, 31]. However, these studies stopped at investigating into impacts 

on pedestrians as well as how the intersections perform under the confliction between 

pedestrians and vehicles. Investigations or analyses concerning scramble crossings that are 

very useful for the current tendency of developing a pedestrian-friendly environment were not 

mentioned in these above research studies. Therefore, studies on the benefit of scramble 

crossings are necessary and urgent. 

Concerning scramble crossings, some research studies summarized the consequence of 

conducting real study cases of scramble deployment [1, 7, 23]. However, these research 

studies only ends at evaluation of the scramble crossing pedestrian in terms of determinations 

of the number of pedestrian violations, the safe areas as well as conclusions on the rate of 

pedestrian-vehicle conflicts, traffic delay or pedestrian delay, etc. Also relating to scramble 

crossings, Muhammad [15] conducted micro-simulated comparisons of alternative signalized 

pedestrian crossings including diagonal crossings by using VISSIM. However, the research 

stops at studying the effects of four different signalized pedestrian crossing technologies on 

various measures of effectiveness. A single set of vehicle and pedestrian demand could not 

represent the dynamic traffic and pedestrian situations. In addition, the criteria of choosing 

pedestrian crossing type have not been mentioned much in previous research studies. 

Therefore, a study on the effects of scramble crossings in comparison with the normal 

pedestrian crossings as well as the criteria for determination of the scramble crossings is 

necessary for the development of a pedestrian-friendly environment. 

 

1.2. Research Objective 

The objective of this paper aims at two targets. The first target is the simulation of 

scramble crossings in comparison with the current normal pedestrian crossings at a signalized 

intersection in Nagaoka city of Japan. The second target is the analysis of the operation of 

scramble crossings under various situations of traffic flow and pedestrian demand. Based on 

the analysis, the research then suggests criteria for choosing scramble crossings in terms of 

vehicle delay reduction. 

 

2. Methodology 
 

2.1. Evaluation Method 

The vehicle delay at the studied intersection is output based on simulation models in 

PARAMICS. To investigate the signalized intersection performance, the research adopts the 

Level of Service (LOS) for intersections introduced in HCM 2010 [26]. The table is 

expressed as follows:  
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Table 1. Level of Service 

Level of service Vehicle delay (s/veh) 

A d≤10 

B 10<d≤20 

C 20<d≤35 

D 35<d≤55 

E 55<d≤80 

F d>80 

2.2. Integration of Pedestrians into Simulation Models in PARAMICS 

Quadstone PARAMICS [18] allows simulating traffic and pedestrians for operational 

assessment of current and future scenarios of traffic conditions including car, bus, tram, 

cyclist, pedestrian, etc. By using the PARAMICS Pedestrian Module (PPM), the research 

simulates the actions as well as interactions of autonomous individuals on the traffic system. 

According to Quadstone PARAMICS [18], signalized pedestrian crossings can be modeled 

using the concepts of agent type, agent space, region, connector, etc. The interaction between 

pedestrians and vehicles is analysed through the concepts of shared spaces and vehicle aware 

space. First of all, the research defines a study area of pedestrians at the studied intersection. 

The Space types are then defined in the study area, including pedestrian space, shared 

aggressive space, vehicle aware space, etc. The demand regions are defined to input the 

demand of pedestrians at each approach of each intersection. These demand regions may 

specify a source point for agents to be released onto a network or a destination point for 

agents to be removed from the network. Snapshots at the study site in PARAMICS for the 

scenario of normal crossings and that of scramble crossings are as shown in Figure 1 and 

Figure 2. 

 

 

Figure 1. Normal Crossings in PARAMICS 

 

Figure 2. Scramble Crossings in PARAMICS 

2.3. Signal Phases for Pedestrian Crossings 

The current intersection has a cycle of 130 s, consisting of 4 phases as illustrated in Table 

2. 
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Table 2. Current Phases for Normal Crossings 

Current normal pedestrian crossings 

West-East phase (1,2) North-South Phase (3,4) 

  

 

  

48 (s) 13 (s) 55 (s) 14 (s) 
Traffic flow  Pedestrian flow 

 
Concerning the ways of estimating signal time for scramble crossings, there have been 

many approaches [12, 33]. However, each approach has its shortcomings. For example, Z. 

Yang et al., [33] proposed an optimization model to determine pedestrian crossing phases 

based on minimizing vehicle and pedestrian delays by genetic algorithm. However, the most 

important thing concerning pedestrians is safety was not mentioned. For the sake of 

simplicity, this research uses the minimum green interval to ensure the walking time 

introduced in Highway Capacity Manual [26]. The minimum walking time depends on 

walking speed, effective crosswalk, number pedestrian and the road width (w>3m) as shown 

in the following equation. 
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where, 

Li: the width of the intersection at approach i (m) 

       vp: the average walking speed (m/s) 

       we: the effective width of the crosswalk (m) 

       np: the number of pedestrians 

Depending on the geometrical feature at the study site, the scramble crossings are proposed 

to be 36.5 m long at the studied intersection. The information of pedestrian such as the 

maximum number of pedestrians in a group, walking speed, etc. is collected from the real 

observation. In this research, the average walking speed is 1.64 m/s; the start up lost time is 

assumed to be 2 s. The proposed phases for scramble pedestrians are shown in Table 3.  

Table 3. Proposed Phases for Scramble Crossings 

Proposed scramble pedestrian crossings 

West-East phase North-South Phase Pedestrian phase 

  

 

   

35 (s) 13 (s) 41 (s) 14 (s) 27 (s) 
Traffic flow Pedestrian flow 
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3. Study Location 

The studied intersection is Otetsuri intersection, lying on Route No. 36 leading to Nagaoka 

Station. This intersection is near Nagaoka station where there are lots of pedestrians moving. 

According to a survey [22], Nagaoka city has a large network of bus routes with Nagaoka 

Station as a hub. The station serves approximately 1500 buses operating, 11,600 railway 

passengers and 25,000 bus users everyday. In addition, from April 1st 2012, Nagaoka city 

Hall Plaza was setup near the intersection. This City Hall Plaza consists of the City Office, 

Arena, the Roofed Open Plaza (Nakadoma), and many other facilities providing various 

spaces for citizens to come together. Therefore, a huge number of pedestrians is predicted to 

walk around here. Moreover, there are many restaurants, shopping centres, bus stops around 

the intersection and along the road No. 351. The studied intersection as well as the four entry 

approaches is as illustrated in Figure 3. 

 

 

Figure 3. The Studied Intersection 

The research used cameras to record the traffic and pedestrian flow as shown in Figure 3 

during the peak hour from 8AM-9AM. The recorded videos are analyzed in Transportation 

Lab by using a video based software (SEV) [13]. Based on the result of data analysis, the 

traffic proportion at the studied site includes bus, car, small truck and big truck. Besides bus 

routes, the traffic proportion with the figures is shown as in Figure 4. 

 

96.2%

0.7%3.1%

Car Small truck Big truck

 

Figure 4. Traffic Proportion at the Studied Site 

Because crossing pedestrians affect directly the turning left or right flows at signalized 

intersections, the turn flow is an important factor. At the studied intersection, the proportion 

of the turn flows (turning right and turning left) is high, up to 79.4% and 80.1% for approach 

1 (traffic from Oteo bridge) and approach 2 (traffic from Nagaoka station), respectively. The 

proportion of turn movement in comparison with that of through movement at the studied 

intersection is as illustrated in Figure 5. 
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Figure 5. Turn Proportion at the Studied Intersection 

Four entry approaches of the studied intersection have zebra crossings for pedestrians. The 

research defines average hourly pedestrian trip as the average number of trips making by 

pedestrians to cross at the four crossings in one hour. A pedestrian trip is counted only if a 

pedestrian finishes a crossing at a zebra crossing. A video based software (SEV) [13] is used 

to collect walking speed, pedestrian flow, etc. The dimensions of pedestrian crossings at four 

intersections are as illustrated in Figure 6 and Table 4. 

Table 4. The Dimension of Pedestrian Crossings 

Dimensions A (m) B (m) C (m) 

Direction 1-2 14.3 4.5 2.0 

Direction 3-4 17.3 4.5 2.0 

 
 

 

 

 

  

Figure 6. The Dimensions of Pedestrian Crossings 

At the studied intersection, effects on traffic flow are caused not only pedestrians but also 

cyclists. According to the observation, the shares of pedestrians and cyclists are 57% and 

43%, respectively. The pedestrian speeds and bicycle speeds are determined based on the 

recorded videos and field observation. The distributions of observed speeds are satisfied with 

Kolmogorov-Smirnov Test. The data analysis shows that, the average speed of bicycles is 3.4 

m/s with the deviation of 0.9. For the sake of simplicity, the research simulates crossing 

cyclists as crossing pedestrians with different sizes and walking speeds in PARAMICS. With 

Kolmogorov-Smirnov Test (test statistic Z=0.968; Most Extreme difference D=0.059; and P-

value=0.306>0.05), the pedestrian speed can be considered a normal distribution as shown in 

Figure 7. 
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Figure 7. Observed Distributed Walking Speed 

4. Result and Analysis 
 

4.1. Simulation of the Base Scenario 

To evaluate the model performance, the paper uses relative error (RE) as a criterion. The 

definition is expressed as follows: 

                                                       

Obs

ObsSim

V

VV
RE


  (2) 

where, 

       VSim : Simulation values 

       VObs : Observation values 

The flow rates were compared between the simulation values and observation ones for 

every 5 min interval. The simulation values and corresponding observation ones are generally 

approximate. The relative error is rather small as shown in Figure 8. 
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Figure 8. Traffic Flow Validation 

As for pedestrian flow, the research compared the pedestrian flows at each signal cycle of 

the studied intersection. The data of simulated pedestrian flow is directly counted from the 

simulation animation with different random seeds. The values of simulated pedestrian flows 

and observed pedestrian flows (person per minute (ppm)) distributes closely along the 45-

degree line with low relative errors as in Figure 9. 
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Figure 9. Pedestrian Flow Validation 

4.2. Pedestrian based LOS Analysis 

In this subsection, the research firstly compares the intersection level of service (LOS) at 

the studied intersection under various crossing pedestrian demands. Keeping the current 

observed traffic flow, the research changes the pedestrian demand and analyses intersection 

LOS based on the vehicle delay at the intersection. The results show that the intersection LOS 

in the base scenario with normal crossings varies significantly with respect to the hourly 

pedestrian trip. However, the figure changes insignificantly in the scenario of scramble 

crossings. The details are as follows: 

 

4.2.1. The Base Scenario with Normal Pedestrian Crossings: Because of the direct 

impedance of crossing pedestrians at the signalized intersection, the delay imposing on 

turning vehicles causes changes in LOS values of the intersection. As shown in Figure 

10, the intersection signal initially determines the intersection LOS at C level when 

there is no impedance from crossing pedestrian. When the hourly pedestrian trip 

increases, the intersection LOS switches from C to D, E or F depending on the value of 

hourly pedestrian trip. If the hourly pedestrian trip at the intersection is higher than 

4000 (persons per hour (pph)) and lower than 6000 (pph), the intersection LOS is at 

level D. The curve of vehicle delay increases rapidly when the hourly pedestrian trip is 

larger than 5000 (pph). The effects of crossing pedestrians can turn the intersection 

LOS to the level F with high values of hourly pedestrian trip as shown in Figure 10. 

The variance of the result is represented by the standard deviation in this research. With 

low values of pedestrian trip, the standard deviations are small, around 2.2 (s). This 

value increases when the pedestrian demand increases, up to 8.4 (s). 
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Figure 10. Pedestrian based LOS for the Normal Crossings 

4.2.2. The Scramble Scenario: The scramble crossings with private signal phases for 

pedestrian helps pedestrians traverse the intersection safely. Even when the hourly 

pedestrian trip increases, the vehicle delay increases slowly. The standard deviation 

changes slightly. This deviation is directly proportional to the pedestrian demand. The 

maximum value of deviation is 1.96 (s) in this study. As shown in Figure 11, the LOS 

of the intersection almost does not change. The intersection LOS is at D level 

regardless of the magnitude of the hourly pedestrian trip at the intersection. The details 

are as shown following.  

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 11. Pedestrian based LOS for Scramble Crossings 

4.3. Suitable Areas for Scramble Crossings 

Although the normal pedestrian crossings can initially hold the intersection LOS at C level, 

much better than that in the scenario of scramble crossings with D level when hourly the 

pedestrian trip is low, the scramble crossings give pedestrian a safe facility of walking. In 

addition, the scramble crossings have a stable LOS even when the number of hourly 

pedestrian trip increases. Except the aspect of safety, the vehicle delay is an important factor 

to decide which crossing is suitable for a signalized intersection. With the current traffic 

situation, the decision on choosing normal pedestrian crossings or scramble crossings in terms 

of vehicle delay at the intersection is investigated in this part. As shown in Figure 12, the 

critical point at which the vehicle delays in the scenarios of normal pedestrian crossings and 

scramble crossings are the same divides the graph into two parts. The left part (P<4800 (pph)) 

where the vehicle delay in the normal crossing scenario is less than that in the scenario of 

scramble crossing is suitable for normal pedestrian crossing deployment. On the contrary, the 
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right part in which the hourly pedestrian trip is higher than 4800 is proper for the deployment 

of scramble crossings. In this area, the scramble crossings reduce the vehicle delay at the 

intersection significantly compared with the normal pedestrian crossings. The detail is as 

shown in Figure 12. 
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Figure 12. Proper Areas for Scramble Crossings 

4.4. Traffic Flow based LOS Analysis 

Not only pedestrians, but also traffic flow affects the LOS of the intersection. To 

understand the effects of pedestrian more comprehensively in comparison with that of traffic 

flow, the research conducts an analysis of intersection LOS based on the variation of traffic 

flow. When a green light starts, thru traffic flow can travel smoothly through the intersection. 

However, the turn flow is impeded by crossing pedestrians. The research investigates the 

effects of traffic flow by increasing the turn flow and keeping the thru traffic flow unchanged. 

The average traffic flow is the average of traffic flow on each approach of the intersection. At 

the surveyed situation, the average traffic flow and hourly pedestrian trip are 501 (vph) and 

853 (pph), respectively in this study. This pedestrian demand is the observed demand during 

the peak hour at the studied intersection. As shown in Figure 13, even the traffic flow 

increases, vehicle delay in the scenario of scramble crossing is higher than that in the normal 

crossing scenario. The normal pedestrian crossing is more suitable than scramble crossing in 

these scenarios. In other words, scramble crossings are not proper if considering the traffic 

flow only. When investigating into which pedestrian crossings, normal crossings or scramble 

crossings, is suitable for an intersection, it is better to consider the pedestrian demand instead 

of traffic flow at the intersection. The details of each scenario are as shown in Figure 13. 
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Figure 13. Traffic Flow based LOS 
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4.5. Sensitivity Analysis 

At the studied intersection, pedestrian demands as well as traffic flow varies hour to hour 

or day by day. An investigation into the effects of pedestrian and traffic flow on the decision 

of choosing the scramble crossings is necessary. Called the improvement of scramble 

crossings compared with the normal crossings in terms of vehicle delay as I, the definition is 

expressed as follows:  

 

                                         %100
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where, 

       P: Percentage of delay difference (%) 

       D0: The vehicle delay in the normal scenario (s) 

       DS: The vehicle delay in the scramble scenario (s) 

       I: The improvement of the scramble crossing in comparison with the normal pedestrian 

crossings (%) 

As shown in Figure 14, the scramble crossing can improve the intersection delay by up to 

35.74% (with the standard deviation of 6.4%) in scenarios of high pedestrian demand. The 

figure confirms the stronger effect of pedestrians on the performance of the intersection in 

comparison with that of the traffic flow. Indeed, with high values of hourly pedestrian trip 

(around 6000pph), the scramble crossing is proper for nearly all of the traffic flow conditions. 

Moreover, Figure 14 shows that, in scenarios of high traffic flow (greater than 1200vph), the 

scramble crossing is suitable for the minimum hourly pedestrian trip of 2000 pedestrians per 

hour. The lower the average traffic flow is, the higher the pedestrian demand is required for 

choosing the scramble crossing in comparison with the normal crossings. This is proper to 

previous studies on pedestrian that as a prerequisite for installing a scramble at an 

intersection, Transportation Services looks for a volume of at least two thousand pedestrians 

per hour, sustained over an eight-hour period [19]. The details of the analysis are as shown in 

Figure 14. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 14. Sensitivity Analysis for Choosing Scramble Crossings 
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However, the blue area in which the pedestrian demand is low (less than 2000 (pph) for 

example) as shown in Figure 14 is not suitable for scramble crossings in terms of delay 

reduction. Unlike the cases in which the scramble is beneficial (green, yellow and red areas in 

Figure 14), an increase in traffic flow makes the scramble worse than the normal crossing 

(Figure 13). It is suggested to introduce normal crossings instead of scramble in this area. 

 

5. Conclusion 

The research aims at two targets. The first target is to design and simulate the scenario of 

scramble crossings based on current normal pedestrian crossings at a signalized intersection 

in Nagaoka city of Japan. The second target is the analysis of effects of the scramble 

crossings and that of the normal one under various situations of traffic flow as well as 

pedestrian demand. The intersection LOS shows that the scramble crossings are more stable 

than the normal pedestrian crossing in terms of intersection performance when the pedestrian 

demand changes. The analysis confirms the important role of the pedestrian demand in the 

decisions of choosing the scramble crossings. The higher the pedestrian demand is, the more 

advantageous the scramble crossings are. The scramble crossings can reduce the vehicle delay 

significantly, by up to 35.74% compared with the normal pedestrian crossings. 

The research has several shortcomings needed to be improved. The research evaluates the 

scramble crossings in terms of vehicle delay reduction only. The aspect of pedestrian delay 

and safety is an important factor that should be concerned in next research studies. Intuitively, 

the number of conflictions between vehicles and pedestrians in the scenarios of normal 

crossings and scramble crossings are quite different. Because of the exclusive signal for 

pedestrian in the scenario of scramble crossings, the number of conflictions in this scenario is 

lower than that in the normal crossing scenario if considering under the same situations of 

traffic and pedestrian demand. Therefore, the safety level or the reduction of pedestrian delay 

in the scenario of scramble crossings is better than in the normal crossings. This kind of 

safety should be studied in future research. In addition, the results of simulation-based 

analysis require real data of scramble crossing deployments to have a more realistic 

evaluation. Moreover, the fixed signal in this study should be complicated to become actuated 

or adaptive ([10, 11, 17]) to clarify the benefit of scramble crossing. The points should be 

investigated more in further studies to understand comprehensively about the benefit of 

scramble crossings in developing a pedestrian-friendly environment as well as encouraging 

walking in urban areas. 
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